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This study quantifies vocalic variation that cannot be measured from the acoustic signal alone

and develops methods of standardisation and measurement of articulatory parameters for vow-

els. Articulatory-acoustic variation in the GOOSE vowel was measured across 3 regional accents

of the British Isles using a total of 18 speakers from the Republic of Ireland, Scotland, and

England, recorded with synchronous ultrasound tongue imaging, lip camera, and audio. Single

co-temporal measures were taken of tongue-body height and backness, lip protrusion, F1, and

F2. After normalisation, mixed-effects modelling identified statistically significant variations

per region; tongue-body position was significantly higher and fronter for Irish and English

speakers. Region was also significant for lip-protrusion measures with Scottish speakers show-

ing significantly smaller degrees of protrusion than English speakers. However, the region was

only significant for acoustic height and not for frontness. Correlational analyses of all measures

showed a significant positive correlation between tongue-body height and acoustic height, a

negative correlation between lip-protrusion and acoustic frontness, but no correlation between

tongue-body frontness and acoustic frontness. Effectively, two distinct regional production

strategies were found to result in similar normalised acoustic frontness measures for GOOSE.

Scottish tongue-body positions were backer and lips less protruded, while English and Irish

speakers had fronter tongue-body positions, but more protruded lips. VC 2019 Author(s). All article
content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY)
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5139215

[SF] Pages: 4363–4381

I. INTRODUCTION

Given the ease and sophistication of acoustic recording

and analysis of vowels, for example, advances in automation

of grapheme-to-phoneme conversion, segment-to-signal

time alignment, normalisation, analysis, and plotting (Adank

et al., 2004; Bigi, 2015; Fabricius and Watt, 2002; Labov

et al., 2013), it is unsurprising that acoustic studies of accent

variation in vowels dominate, while articulatory analyses are

comparatively rare. It might seem that little is to be gained

from instrumental articulatory analysis, where recording is

generally more time-consuming and difficult (Narayanan

et al., 2011; Scobbie and Pouplier, 2010; Stone, 2005;

Wrench and Hardcastle, 2000), and where smaller numbers

of speakers and tokens are generally obtained. However,

with a purely acoustic approach, it is possible that significant

performative variation is not identified. For coda /r/ in

English, articulatory analysis has previously identified the

presence of delayed and covert lingual gestures where audi-

tory coding identified segment deletion (Lawson et al.,
2018). It has also revealed radically different articulatory

variants of coda /r/ that had gone unnoticed despite decades

of auditory and detailed acoustic analysis (Lawson et al.,

2011, 2014), most likely due to the fact that the articulatory

variation affected higher formants (F4 and F5) that were not

routinely studied (Zhou et al., 2008; Lawson et al., 2018). In

both cases, this apparently covert variation was socially strati-

fied rather than idiosyncratic, and, therefore, meaningful in the

speech communities studied. In the present paper, we consider

articulatory-acoustic variation in vowel production and study

regional performative variation that is masked when consider-

ing acoustic measures alone. Specifically, we study fronting of

the GOOSE vowel [representing a set of lexical items in

English that contain the vowel /u(+)/; Wells, 1982a] in different

regional accents of British Isles English from the corpus col-

lected for the audio-articulatory Dynamic Dialects Web

resource between 2012 and 2014.1 Motor equivalence in the

GOOSE vowel had been studied before using electromagnetic

articulography (EMA). Perkell et al. (1993) showed that the

objective of articulatory variation for American /u+/ was a sta-

ble acoustic target by revealing articulatory trade-offs between

lip rounding and tongue-body raising (to form a velo-palatal

constriction) for /u+/, both of which served to lower second

formant (F2) values. We study a different scenario, where F2

of GOOSE vowels have converged across regional varieties

due to the effects of distinct sound-change processes.

The current study further develops methods to standard-

ise articulatory ultrasound tongue imaging (UTI) betweena)Electronic mail: elawson@qmu.ac.uk
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speakers, adapts UTI vowel-normalisation methods set out

in Scobbie et al. (2012), and sets out a method to measure

and normalise lip protrusion between speakers. It uses these

methods to identify and compare patterns of regional varia-

tion (Scotland, the Republic of Ireland, and England) across

co-temporal acoustic and articulatory measures. We focus on

the GOOSE vowel as it has already been shown that this

vowel’s formant values are altered by both tongue-body

position and lip rounding, and it is difficult to tease apart the

contributions made by these two articulatory parameters

from the acoustic signal alone; see Secs. I B and I C.

Our study was motivated by three factors: (i) the appar-

ent similarity of F2 measures for GOOSE across accents of

the British Isles in large-scale acoustic surveys, such as

Ferragne and Pellegrino (2010), despite (ii) very different

diachronic trajectories of GOOSE fronting in different

regional accents, (iii) accounts and observations of different

lip postures for the GOOSE vowel in different regional vari-

eties of British English and accounts by early phoneticians

of performative variation in the GOOSE vowel in regional

accents; see McAllister (1938). More will be said about these

motivations in Sec. I A.

A. GOOSE fronting in the British Isles

GOOSE2 acts as a keyword for the set of lexical items

in English that contain the vowel phoneme /u(+)/3 (Wells,

1982a). Fronting of the GOOSE vowel in English is not a

new phenomenon. In the 1980s, Wells noted that a GOOSE

vowel with a back, rather than a central, quality was a fea-

ture of conservative varieties of English (Wells, 1982a, Sec.

2.2.15). However, studies of fronted GOOSE have become

increasingly common over the past couple of decades. A

large number of studies focus on GOOSE fronting as a

change in progress in the south of England with apparent-

time studies showing fronting over at least the past five deca-

des; see Przedlacka (2001), Hawkins and Midgley (2005),

Fabricius (2007), Harrington et al. (2011), and Harrington

et al. (2008). There are also reports of fronted GOOSE in the

Republic of Ireland (Hickey, 2016), an area where high-back

GOOSE vowel variants were prevalent (Wells, 1982a, Sec.

2.2.15). In a recent broad-based acoustic survey of British

Isles vowel systems, Ferragne and Pellegrino (2010) found

fronted GOOSE variants in a majority of accents surveyed.

Additionally, GOOSE fronting has been identified in varie-

ties of English worldwide, e.g., in New Zealand English

(Gordon et al., 2004), South African English (Mesthrie,

2010), and North American English (Boberg, 2011).

The current research, focussed on GOOSE fronting, as

well as Ferragne and Pellegrino’s acoustic vowel survey,

could give the impression that the same sound change is

occurring throughout the British Isles in the same way. For

example, Ferragne and Pellegrino found comparable degrees

of F2 frontedness after normalisation and Bark transforma-

tion in Glasgow, East Anglia, Birmingham, Standard

Southern British English (SSBE), Liverpool, and Lancashire

accents (Ferragne and Pellegrino, 2010), although they did

also identify differences in GOOSE height between Glasgow

and Ulster accents and other British Isles accents. Historical

evidence, on the other hand, shows that GOOSE fronting has

had very different diachronic trajectories in different parts of the

British Isles. For example, we know that while fronting of the

GOOSE vowel is comparatively recent in southern England, in

northern English varieties, including Scottish English, centrality

or frontness of GOOSE can be attributed, in part, to sound

changes that occurred in the late 13th century, beginning with

the fronting (and unrounding) of ME �o: (Johnston, 1997). This

early northern sound change resulted in a range of front mon-

ophthongal and diphthongal older rural and dialectal reflexes for

the GOOSE lexical set; Scottish English [gys/gYs] goose; north-

west Midlands [gIUs/gY:s], Yorkshire [gUIs] (Johnston, 1997,

Sec. 3.3.1.2); see also the Linguistic Atlas of England (Orton

et al., 1978), maps Ph138–142, which record vowel variants

[iÇ, i@, iu, y, ui] for reflexes of Middle English �o (moon,
goose, boots, etc.) in the North of England, but [u] in the

Midlands and further south. There are also majority forms

with vowels /y/ and /I/ recorded for moon, spoon, roof, tooth,

etc. in the Linguistic Atlas of Scotland (Mather and Speitel,

1986, pp. 360 and 368), which recorded older, rural variants.

Early impressionistic phonetic accounts of GOOSE

vowel variation capture some of the performative variation

present in the Scottish GOOSE vowel that is not represented

in present-day acoustic studies, drawing attention to varia-

tion in both tongue and lip positions. McAllister (1938) gives

an account of exolabial versus endolabial lip rounding

between Central Scottish FOOT/GOOSE and Standard

English GOOSE in the 1930s, respectively:

“The change in lip rounding makes even a more marked

difference in the vowel quality than the change in tongue

posture. The local [Central Scottish] pronunciation of u

in (do) is produced with the lips closely rounded against

the teeth, the centre of the upper lip being drawn

downwards to the lower lip. For the standard [Anglo-

English] vowel, the lip rounding should be full and loose,

the lips being protruded well forward beyond the teeth,

the centre of the upper lip turned, upward and outward,

away from the lower lip and kept free from contact with

the upper teeth…” (McAllister, 1938, note ii).

It could be argued that important articulatory details

such as these have been overlooked to some extent since the

advent of speech spectrography in the 1940s (Joos, 1948;

Delattre et al., 1952). Today, the majority of studies of

diatopic vowel variation involve acoustic analysis focussed on

the F2-F1 plane. Few studies consider vocalic variation and

change from an articulatory perspective, or try to separate

out the effect of the tongue and the lip positions for rounded

vowels. However, there are vocal-tract modelling studies that

consider the impact of separate articulatory parameters on

acoustic output, which we will discuss in Sec. II B.

B. Articulatory-acoustic relations in modelled vowel
systems

As Scobbie et al. (2012) point out, since the early acous-

tic work of Joos (1948), Cooper et al. (1952), etc., the first

and second formants have been considered key perceptual
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correlates of the height and front-back dimensions of the

articulatory vowel space, respectively; see also, Bladon and

Fant (1978) and Savariaux et al. (1995). However, the similar-

ity between traditional articulatory-auditory-based vowel space

diagrams (Bell, 1887; Jones, 1909) and formant plots (Joos,

1948) could give the impression that there is a one-to-one

mapping of tongue-body frontness to F2 and tongue-body

height to an inverse of F1, overlooking the effects of lip

protrusion on the first two formants. Early three-parameter

(tongue constriction location, constriction size, and lip con-

striction ratio) vocal-tract modelling studies, and later

acoustic-articulatory comparisons, have shown that F1 and

F2 are altered by lip constrictions (Lindblom and Sundberg,

1971; Stevens and House, 1955; Stevens, 1998), particularly

F2 (Fant, 1992, Fig. 5; Savariaux et al., 1995, Fig. 1).

It is often assumed that lip position effects are recover-

able from variation in F3. An intrinsically normalised F3-F2

measure has been suggested to us as a potential acoustic

correlate of lip protrusion (see Sec. II H); however,

articulatory-acoustic models show that there is no straight-

forward correlation between F3 and lip rounding across the

vowel space. The effects of lip rounding on F3 vary depend-

ing on other articulatory parameters such as constriction

location. Lindblom and Sundberg’s articulatory-acoustic

study of Swedish vowels, using x-ray-based vocal-tract mod-

els, quantified the effects of independent variation of articu-

latory parameters on derived formant frequencies, showing

that F3 lowering was dependent on tongue-body shape varia-

tion: neutral and with palatal, velar, and pharyngeal bunch-

ing. Lip rounding resulted in greater degrees of F3 lowering

when there was a palatal tongue constriction (Lindblom and

Sundberg, 1971). These findings are also supported by

Fant’s vocal-tract nomograms (Fant, 1992, Fig. 5).

One pertinent finding of many vocal-tract modelling stud-

ies that consider the relative contribution of tongue-body and

lip positions in /u/ production is that different strategies involv-

ing these two articulators can be used to achieve characteristic

lowered F2 values, so-called “motor equivalence” (Perkell

et al., 1993). The electric vocal-tract analogue by Stevens and

House predicted that more than one vocal-tract configuration

could produce F1 and F2 formant frequencies associated with

the [u] vowel. Their vocal-tract analogue was set up to allow

variation of (1) constriction location along the length of the

vocal-tract tube, (2) tube radius at the constriction, and (3) a

ratio measure of aperture area and length for the lip tube (the

lower the value, the more constricted the lip tube, or the longer

the lip tube). Using average formant data from 33 adult

American male speakers (Peterson and Barney, 1952), Stevens

and House found that average F1 and F2 formant values for

[u] could be obtained using 2 different vocal-tract parameter

settings, one with a fronter vocal-tract tube constriction and

more constricted/longer lip-tube setting and the other with a

backer vocal-tract tube constriction and less constricted/shorter

lip-tube setting; see Stevens and House (1955, Fig. 7).

Below, we report on some studies where articulatory

analysis and perceptual methods have been used to study the

roles of multiple articulators in the production of the GOOSE

vowel in different accents of English. The present study con-

tinues such an approach, aiming to determine whether

articulatory analysis can provide a more detailed picture of

regional variation for this widely studied vowel.

C. Articulatory-acoustic studies of the GOOSE vowel

Harrington et al. (2011) realised that the F2 raising asso-

ciated with auditory GOOSE vowel fronting in SSBE could

be due to either tongue-body fronting, lip unrounding, or a

combination of both. They developed a range of techniques

to identify the contributions of tongue-body movement and

lip movement to auditory fronting of /u/, including acoustic

(spectral centre of gravity) analysis of the coarticulatory

effect of /u/ on the preceding /s/, compared with the effect of

an unrounded vowel /i/. Harrington et al. hypothesised that

if the fronting of /u/ was due to unrounding, /s/ before /i/ and

/u/ would be more acoustically similar in a younger

GOOSE-fronting speaker group than in an older speaker

group with lesser degrees of GOOSE fronting. An (audio)-

visual perception experiment was also carried out, where

video recordings were made of young SSBE speakers pro-

ducing /u+/. The videos were presented to German speakers

with an /i+/ overdubbed or no audio signal. Harrington et al.
hypothesised that if lip rounding were still present in /u+/,
interaction between vision and hearing (McGurk and

MacDonald, 1976) would lead the German speakers to clas-

sify the vowel as “front rounded.” Finally, Harrington et al.
used direct articulatory evidence from EMA to determine

the position of the lips and the tongue for /u+/ in relation to

other vowels in the SSBE system. These experiments each

provided evidence that present-day SSBE /u:/ was produced

with a fronted tongue-body and lip rounding (Harrington

et al., 2011).

A preliminary UTI study of the GOOSE vowel in east-

ern Central Scotland was carried out by Scobbie et al.
(2012) with the additional aim to address some of the funda-

mental issues relating to the articulatory measurement of the

two-dimensional (2-D) midsagittal tongue-body position

during vowel production, such as defining “horizontal” and

“vertical” for articulatory measures and normalising front-

ness and height measures. The articulatory-acoustic study by

Scobbie et al. used a single token of the GOOSE vowel per

speaker (N¼ 15) in the word “boom.” Measurements were

taken at a single time point from the highest point of the

tongue (Jones, 1917) for each GOOSE-vowel token and the

full set of monophthongal stressed Scottish vowels (Scobbie

et al., 2012). Lip position was not recorded. Comparison of

speakers’ GOOSE vowels with other vowels in the system,

particularly the FACE vowel, led Scobbie et al. to assert

that the Central Scottish GOOSE vowel was a “truly front”

vowel (Scobbie et al., 2012). Regarding the height of the

GOOSE vowel, it was found to be articulatorily lower than

that of FACE; however, there was a mismatch between the

results of the articulatory and acoustic analysis, as mean F1s

(in Bark) for FACE and GOOSE were found to be similar.

Blackwood Ximenes et al. (2017) also studied the

GOOSE vowel, alongside the main monothongal vowels in

Australian (four speakers) and American (five speakers)

English, using EMA and acoustic measures. Articulatory and

acoustic measures were taken at the tangential minimum
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velocity of a coil placed on the tongue dorsum, i.e., captur-

ing the time point of the constriction maximum of the vowel

target. An articulatory measure was taken from the tongue-

dorsum flesh point and the upper and lower lip flesh points.

F1 and F2 were also measured at this time point and all artic-

ulatory and acoustic measures underwent extrinsic normal-

isation using Z scoring (Lobanov, 1971). Using data from all

vowels, Blackwood Ximenes et al. (2017) found a strong

inverse correlation between normalised tongue height and

normalised F1, and a strong positive correlation between

tongue fronting and normalised F2. However, in both

American and Australian English, there was a mismatch

for the GOOSE vowel between the horizontal tongue dor-

sum position and F2. In each variety, the tongue dorsum

position relative to other vowels in the system appeared to

be fronter than it was in acoustic space, overlapping in

some cases with the positions of KIT and FLEECE vowels.

GOOSE vowels in both varieties were found to have the

greatest degree of lip protrusion of all the vowels studied,

suggesting that lip protrusion was lengthening the front

cavity and lowering F2; however, while GOOSE can be

described as “back” in acoustic space in American English,

it is acoustically “central” in Australian English, despite

similar degrees of lip rounding. They attribute this mis-

match between the data of the two varieties to potential

differences in the posterior tongue surface that cannot be

recorded with the EMA technique, namely a potentially

larger pharyngeal cavity for Australian speakers’ GOOSE

vowels.

Finally, Savariaux et al. (1995) used a perturbation

experiment, involving a lip tube, with mid-sagittal x ray to

investigate the impact of compensatory strategies on the

F1-F2 space used to produce French /u/. In the perturbation

trials, 7 of their 11 speakers moved their tongue backward to

maintain F2 values observed in the non-perturbed trials.

Savariaux et al. measured all three formants, but concen-

trated on F1 and F2 (Savariaux et al., 1995, p. 2433).

These findings pertaining to /u/-vowel variants, based

on vocal-tract modelling and, later, articulatory-acoustic

studies, highlight the complexity of the relationship between

articulatory movement and the acoustic signal produced for

the GOOSE vowel set across English (and also in French).

They provide justification for undertaking the current study

using both articulatory and acoustic data. In the current

study, we further assess the relationship between articulatory

and acoustic parameters, while also developing UTI mea-

surement and normalisation methods pioneered in Scobbie

et al. (2012), and we develop methods for lip measurement

and normalisation from profile lip video. Our research ques-

tions are as follows:

(1) How can we standardise and normalise inter-speaker

tongue-body measures, recorded with UTI, and lip mea-

sures recorded with the profile lip camera?

(2) Do we see regional patterns of articulatory variation that

are distinct from regional patterns of acoustic variation?

(3) What correlations do we find between articulatory mea-

sures of tongue-body height and frontness and lip protru-

sion, and acoustic F1, F2 measures?

We will propose methods of articulatory standardisation,

relating to the UTI recording technique and the lip-camera

data we have collected. We hypothesise that while similar F2

measures have been obtained for different regional accent

groups within the British Isles (Ferragne and Pellegrino,

2010), these values might be achieved through different pro-

duction strategies involving the tongue-body position and the

lips, reflecting the different sound-change trajectories of the

GOOSE-fronting processes. We also investigate GOOSE

lowering, which has received less attention than GOOSE

fronting to date, though, see Scobbie et al. (2012) and Stuart-

Smith et al. (2017). We hypothesise that we will find a corre-

lation between tongue-body height and F1, but that the rela-

tionship between tongue-body frontness and F2 will be more

complex due to the impact that lip protrusion is known to

have on the second resonance.

II. METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES AND METHODOLOGY

In this study, we use UTI to study tongue position asso-

ciated with vowels, along with the profile lip camera. One

main advantage of the UTI technique in speech analysis is

the fact that it is not invasive and has shorter set-up times

than other techniques such as EMA (Blackwood Ximenes

et al., 2017; Fant, 1992; Lee et al., 2016) and EPG (Scobbie

and Wrench, 2003). However, there are a few challenges

associated with UTI and lip video, namely, stabilisation of

the ultrasound probe, establishing vertical and horizontal

axes for the physical vowel space across multiple speakers,

standardising measurement locations, establishing protocols

for lip measurement, and normalisation of measures. In

Secs. II A–II K, the study’s dataset is initially described, and

thereafter these challenges are discussed, and methods to

meet the challenges are detailed.

A. Speaker corpus

Data used in this study were not collected specifically

to study GOOSE vowel variation. We made use of a subset

of a pre-existing audio-ultrasound speech corpus: Dynamic

Dialects, recorded between January 2012 and January 2014

in Edinburgh, U.K.1 In the present study, there were 18

speakers from the British Isles: 9 females and 9 males with

most speakers aged between 20 and 35 years old, and one

speaker aged 48 years old; see Table I. All speakers in the

study self-identified as middle class. Although there are

a small number of speakers in the dataset compared to

most acoustic studies, this study has a greater number of

speakers than most articulatory-based accent studies, e.g.,

12 speakers, 1 token per speaker (Scobbie et al., 2012), 9

speakers (Blackwood Ximenes et al., 2017), and 5 speakers

(Harrington et al., 2011). Speakers in the current subcorpus

come from three regions of the British Isles: England

(seven speakers), the Republic of Ireland (three speakers)

and Scotland (eight speakers). Initially, there were 20

speakers in the subcorpus; however, 1 male and 1 female

speaker were excluded from the study. A male speaker

from Kent was excluded because we could not obtain a

clear ultrasound image of his FLEECE vowel tokens, which

were needed for articulatory normalisation. One female
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speaker from County Antrim in Northern Ireland was

excluded as she had markedly different allophones of the

GOOSE vowel in different Scottish-vowel-length-rule

(SVLR) contexts (Aitken, 1981); short [�] before voiceless

consonants in goose, hoop, root, etc., and diphthongal [@y]

or [@ı] before voiced consonants, a morpheme boundary,

or in open syllables, e.g., in choose, brewed, Sue. We inves-

tigated the possibility that there could be qualitative differ-

ences between GOOSE vowels in long and short SVLR

contexts in the Scottish cohort, but we did not identify any

significant differences in quality based on the articulatory

and acoustic measures taken in the study.

As audio-visual recordings (showing the lower portion

of the face) of these speakers is available online, to avoid

identifying speakers, their location is referred to by city if

the speaker came from a large city, and by county if they

came from a smaller town or village. Speaker numbers are

small and geographical coverage of the British Isles is

uneven; see Fig. 1. However, this is the first articulatory

study of a variety of regional British Isles Englishes, where

tongue and lip movements are available alongside audio

recordings. Speaker S10 from Renfrewshire in Scotland was

the only speaker to have been recorded over two sessions,

and only tokens from the first session are included in the

articulatory and acoustic analysis. Lip data were not avail-

able for the speaker from Orkney due to a recording equip-

ment malfunction.

In this study, we examine speakers by region of the

British Isles: England, the Republic of Ireland, and Scotland.

The English phonology of the Republic of Ireland most

closely matches that of Anglo-English due to the English set-

tlement of Ireland since the early middle ages (Wells, 1982b,

Sec. 5.3.1), whereas Northern Irish English is phonologically

closer to Scottish English (Wells, 1982b). Wells stated that

the conservative nature of Irish English had resulted in better

preservation of a truly back GOOSE vowel quality, while

most urban British Isles varieties used a centralised variant

(Wells, 1982a, Sec. 2.2.15); however, as already mentioned,

Hickey has identified GOOSE fronting in young Irish speech

(Hickey, 2016). While fronted monophthongal and diphthon-

gal variants of GOOSE have been evident in older, rural

speech in the North of England, as mentioned in Sec. I A,

these variants are evanescent and, generally, less evident in

middle-class speech; see Wells (1982b, Sec. 4.4.4). Wells

described the Standard Scottish GOOSE vowel as central

[ı], or centralised front [Y] (Wells, 1982b, Sec. 5.2.3), and

there is evidence of further fronting and lowering of this

vowel in Central Scotland throughout the 20th century

(Stuart-Smith et al., 2017). Therefore, we see distinct real-

isations of GOOSE in England, the Republic of Ireland, and

Scotland, and there is evidence also of ongoing change, not

necessarily toward the same target.

B. Word list

The word list containing a total of 106 items was not

specifically designed to capture examples of the GOOSE

vowel. Only one repetition of the full word list was collected

for each participant. There were 13 target word-list items

containing the GOOSE vowel: goose; smooth; choose;

brewed; hoop; coop; brood; sue; (this) room; root; this
(shoe), although not all items were produced by each speaker

or were measureable. A mean of 11 (standard deviation, s.d.,

1.5) acoustic and articulatory tokens from these words were

analysed for each speaker. “Root” and “room” can be pro-

nounced by some speakers with an [U] vowel, and “do” can

also be pronounced in a reduced manner—articulatorily cen-

tralised with reduced lip rounding, even in citation form;

however, we used the random factor prompt in our mixed

effects modelling to account for variation attributable to pro-

nunciation of particular stimuli.

TABLE I. List of speakers used in the present study, along with demo-

graphic information.

Region Speaker number Location Age Gender

Scotland S19 Orkney 31 Female

S18 Inverness-shire 21 Female

S6 Aberdeenshire 48 Female

S2 Perthshire 23 Male

S9 Fife 22 Male

S8 West Lothian 29 Male

S3 South Lanarkshire 20 Female

S10 Renfrewshire 35 Male

Republic of Ireland S13 County Monaghan 23 Female

S14 Dublin 26 Female

S23 County Tipperary 25 Female

England S7 Newcastle 21 Male

S21 North Yorkshire 24 Female

S22 Sheffield 30 Male

S24 Sheffield 22 Male

S4 Greater Manchester 23 Female

S25 London 25 Male

S5 Southampton 20 Male

FIG. 1. British Isles map showing the location where study participants

spent the majority of their lives.
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C. Ultrasound recording scenario and probe
stabilisation

UTI allows the imaging of most of the sagittal tongue

surface and automatic identification and measurement of any

point on that tongue surface, rather than sampling three or

four points on the tongue as with EMA, where identification

of sagittal portions of the tongue are approximate and likely

to vary between speakers (Blackwood Ximenes et al., 2017;

Fant, 1992; Lee et al., 2016).

Ultrasound recordings were made using a Sonix RP medi-

cal ultrasound machine (Ultrasonix, Vancouver, Canada),

operating at 120 scans per second, located in a purpose-built

sound studio. All noise-making equipment, such as the ultra-

sound machine and personal computer (PC) hard drive, were

located in room adjacent to sound studio. Audio was recorded

using an Audio-Technica AT803D clip-on condenser micro-

phone (Audio-Technica, Tokyo, Japan), attached near the

speaker’s mouth and clipped to the ultrasound probe’s stabilis-

ing headset. Audio recordings were sampled at 22 kHz.

Stabilisation of the ultrasound probe and reduction of pitch

(sagittal rotation), yaw (axial rotation), and roll (coronal rota-

tion) of the probe is essential for obtaining a coherent dataset to

quantify the articulatory vowel space. Pitch movements of the

probe result in clockwise and anticlockwise rotation of the 2-D

midsagittal tongue surface. If pitch movements are not reduced

or eliminated during the recording session, they can be detected

and corrected post hoc to make data useable (see Mielke et al.,
2005). Yaw movements result in the probe no longer recording

the midline of the tongue, and are likely to produce discontinu-

ities in the imaged tongue surface and result in misleading and

unusable data. Roll movements lead to imaging of either side

of the midline of the tongue and usually result in an indistinct

image of the tongue surface (the tip and root, in particular).

The further the probe shifts from the midline, the more likely it

is that multiple surfaces will be imaged due to reflections from

both the grooved midline of the tongue and the tongue surface

to the left and right of the midline. Methods of stabilisation

other than headset-stabilisation exist; see Mielke et al. (2005).

In Scobbie et al. (2012) and the current study, an alumi-

num probe-stabilisation headset was used, with 13 adjustable

sections to allow it to be fitted to different sized heads. The

probe is held in place underneath the chin by the headset,

which is stabilised against the top of the speaker’s head, their

cheekbones, and the sides and back of their head. The head-

set prevents roll and yaw movements of the probe and

greatly reduces pitch (sagittal rotation) movement (Scobbie

et al., 2008). An added advantage of using a stabilising

headset is the possibility of using headset-mounted micro

cameras to film lip movement. In the current study, a profile

micro camera was fitted to a bracket extending from the

right-hand side of the headset. A front-facing lip camera was

added later in the project, and not all participants were

recorded with the front-facing camera; therefore, measure-

ments were taken using the profile lip camera only.

D. Imaging the occlusal plane

The occlusal plane, i.e., the speaker’s bite plane, is an

axial plane passing through the occlusal (biting) surfaces of

the teeth. Imaging and recording the position of the occlusal

plane in each recording session improves interpretation of

tongue position and inter-speaker comparison. A sagittal

trace of the occlusal plane can be achieved with UTI using a

plastic bite plate, or other flat surface (e.g., see Blackwood

Ximenes et al., 2017), placed in the speaker’s mouth and

gripped between the incisors, premolars, and molars. In UTI

studies, speakers are asked to press their tongue against the

underside of the bite plate, which results in their tongue

bulging upward at the back edge of the bite plate. The quasi-

horizontal image of the occlusal plane becomes visible in the

UTI image; see Fig. 2. At the beginning of each UTI record-

ing in the corpus, images of the speakers’ occlusal planes

were obtained and the probe-to-chin angle was adjusted and

set using the stabilising headset, so that the image of the

occlusal plane was observed to be parallel to the upper and

lower edges of the video pane.

E. Establishing 2-D axes for UTI data

Scobbie et al. (2012) posed a key methodological ques-

tion for studies involving measures of tongue-body position:

“What is an appropriate horizontal axis for the articulatory

vowel space?” In acoustic analysis, the primary axes for

plotting vowel position are the continua along which the F1

and F2 values vary, the “horizontal” axis being the F2 con-

tinuum. This question of physical articulatory axes is partic-

ularly important where quantification methods that involve

single-point measurements from the tongue surface (Jones,

1917) are used. Changing the rotation of a tongue surface

in a 2-D space results in measurements of different points

on the tongue’s surface, affecting raw measures and also

normalised values that involve measures from other vowel

tongue positions. Rotation of midsagittal tongue surfaces is a

particular problem for UTI recordings where the ultrasound

probe is set at slightly, or radically, different angles relative

to the cranium for each recording session.

We measured the effect of tongue-surface rotation on

tongue-body position by comparing the x and y distances

between the highest points of FLEECE and GOOSE at differ-

ent rotations. Mean tongue surface contours were created for

the FLEECE and GOOSE vowels for one near received

pronunciation (RP) speaking Anglo-English female speaker

using Articulate Assistant Advanced (AAA) (Wrench, 2012).

The tongue surface contours were then rotated at 10�

FIG. 2. Bite plane image after probe-to-chin angle adjustment. The horizon-

tal flat section of the tongue in the image shows the area where the tongue is

pressed against the bite plate.
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increments to different angles, relative to the occlusal plane,

and then their Cartesian coordinates were exported for plotting

and obtaining a highest point of the tongue measurement using

R (R Core Team, 2018). Figure 3 shows plots of the tongue

surfaces at different rotations relative to the occlusal plane: 90�

rotation shows the tongue-surface splines when the ultrasound

probe is positioned at right angles to the speaker’s occlusal

plane; for lesser degrees of rotation (60�–80�), the probe would

be angled more toward the speaker’s throat; and for greater

degrees of rotation (100�–110�), the probe would be angled

more toward the speaker’s chin. The highest point of each

tongue curve, automatically identified using an R script, is

marked on each contour plot with an “�” (grey for FLEECE

and black for GOOSE). The raw horizontal and vertical distan-

ces between the highest point of the tongue for FLEECE and

GOOSE are graphed across each rotation in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 shows that while the effect of spline rotation in

the 2-D vowel space on vertical distance measures GOOSE

(y) to FLEECE (y) is almost non-existent—less than 1 mm

between rotations 60� and 110�; horizontal variation in

GOOSE (x) to FLEECE (x) distance measures is more strik-

ing—between �0.5 mm and 4.1 mm, i.e., GOOSE (x) to

FLEECE (x), for this speaker, is sometimes a positive value

and sometimes a negative value, depending on rotation, due

to the intersection of the tongue surfaces. Rotation will have

an even greater effect on automatic articulatory measures if

normalisation is carried out using corner vowels. Regardless

of the speaker or vowels chosen, changing the rotation of

tongue surfaces will affect any distance measures made

using automatic highest point of the tongue measures. We

cannot say that there is a “correct” angle of rotation, but lim-

iting rotational variation in probe position between recording

sessions is required, and standardisation on a particular

probe rotation arguably results in more comparable measures

of tongue-body location than, e.g., placement of an EMA

coil on a speaker’s tongue, the location of which will vary

from speaker to speaker depending on tongue shape, strength

of gag reflex, and changes in location between the extended-

protruded and relaxed tongue when EMA coils are attached.

Scobbie et al. suggest two possible approaches to the

inter-speaker standardisation of the rotation of the articula-

tory vowel space: method 1, occlusal plane, standardising on

the speaker’s (approximated) occlusal plane, i.e., having

each speaker’s bite plane as the horizontal axis; and method

2, common tangent, drawing a tangent from the tongue

surface of the two high corner vowels (in the study by

Scobbie et al., these were FLEECE and GOAT) and using

this tangent as the horizontal axis; see Scobbie et al. (2012,

Fig. 3).

With both vowel space rotation standardisation techni-

ques by Scobbie et al., tongue-body position can be quanti-

fied using highest point of the tongue measures, although

different values are inevitably obtained with each method.

One potential issue associated with the common tangent

technique is the possibility for inter-speaker variation relat-

ing to the position of the highest point of the tongue for the

corner vowels due to accent variation or variation in speech

rate. In the present study, each speaker’s tongue surface was

FIG. 3. Mean tongue surfaces for FLEECE (solid line) and GOOSE (broken line) vowels for speaker S4 Manchester female. In each panel, the two tongue sur-

faces are rotated at six different angles (between 60� and 110�) and the highest points of each tongue surface are automatically assigned and marked with

crosses, grey �, FLEECE; black �, GOOSE.
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rotated to a circa 90� probe-to-occlusal plane angle using the

speaker’s imaged occlusal plane.

F. Tongue distance measures

The highest point of the tongue has been an established

descriptive tool in phonetics since the work by Jones (1909,

1917), based on earlier work by Bell (1887). Jones’ vowel-

description system was partly based on articulatory descrip-

tion (for cardinal vowels 1 and 5) and partly on the concept

of auditory equidistance (Jones, 1947). Although a single-

point measure of the highest point of the tongue traditionally

has been considered an appropriate way of representing 2-D

tongue-body movement, some researchers have suggested

that this measure is less successful in capturing variation in

the front-back dimension than variation in height, e.g.,

Ladefoged (1964); Lindau (1978). From the highest point of

the tongue measures in Fig. 3, we can see that, in some rota-

tions (80�,100�), the highest point of the tongue measure for

FLEECE is fronter than that of GOOSE and, in others

(60�,70�,90�,110�), their location is almost identical. Despite

this variation in the highest point of the tongue measure, it is

clear that, in all rotations, the tongue-body for GOOSE is

less front than that of FLEECE, which will impact on the

length of the resonating cavities. Highest point of the tongue

measures do not capture variation in the position of the

posterior part of the tongue surface.

In the current study, we use two measures: (1) a y axis

measure taken from the highest point of the tongue to repre-

sent tongue-body height, and (2) an x axis measure from the

back of the tongue, halfway up the pharyngeal cavity, to

capture tongue-body frontness. This latter measure is taken

halfway up the back of the tongue in order to avoid measure-

ment of the position of the tongue root, which can move

independently of the tongue-body. We suggest that these

two measures are more likely to capture variation in tongue-

body position that affects pharyngeal and oral cavity lengths

and constriction locations.

G. Articulatory measurement and normalisation

1. Finding articulatory corner vowels across accents

Articulatory and acoustic measurements in this study were

taken from words in the corpus that contained the GOOSE

vowel (around 12 tokens per speaker). Following Scobbie et al.
(2012), we measured GOOSE vowels relative to the FLEECE

anchor vowel. To normalise the raw GOOSE-to-FLEECE

articulatory measure, we expressed it as a proportion of the

extent of the front-back and high-low vowel space using cor-

ner vowels: FLEECE (around 12 tokens) and TRAP (around

12 tokens). Finding a high-back corner vowel that worked for

all varieties of British Isles English was difficult. The GOAT

vowel works well for Scottish varieties of English, where

GOAT is a monophthongal high-back vowel, but not for

most other varieties, as the GOAT vowel in other varieties is

often diphthongal and neither truly high nor back, e.g., [@U]

in RP (Wells, 1982b), [@I]/[@Y] for some young southern

speakers (Kerswill and Williams, 2005), and [�+] in some

northeastern English speakers (Watt and Milroy, 1999). For

articulatory normalisation, we opted to use the semi-vowel

[w] (mean, 5.6 tokens; s.d., 0.87) as the high-back corner

vowel, as it was more stable and consistent across varieties

and occupied a high-back position in the vowel space; see

Sec. II H for information on how normalisation was carried

out for acoustic measures.

2. Articulatory measurements from corner vowels and
the GOOSE vowel

For each articulatory GOOSE vowel and corner vowel

produced by each speaker, a single temporal midpoint was

manually annotated during a steady state of the vowel, avoid-

ing any initial diphthongal changes in the formants. We opted

to use single-point measures in this study, after Scobbie et al.
(2012), and also after Blackwood Ximenes et al. (2017),

who took EMA measures of tongue coil positions at articula-

tory velocity minima (Blackwood Ximenes et al., 2017,

FIG. 4. Raw horizontal (broken line) and vertical (solid line) distances between the highest points of the mean FLEECE and GOOSE tongue curves of speaker

S4 from Manchester, showing the impact of tongue surface rotation on raw horizontal and vertical distance measures.
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Sec. II D). In the future, we hope to consider these data using

dynamic articulatory and acoustic measures.

Using AAA v2.16.12 (Wrench, 2012), a spline was fit-

ted automatically to the midsagittal tongue surface in the

scan-sequence image closest to the temporal annotation and

hand-corrected where necessary. For the corner vowels

FLEECE, TRAP, and [w], mean tongue splines were created

for each speaker from multiple vowel tokens. Mean tongue

surfaces were created by averaging the distances where indi-

vidual splines intersect each of the 42 radial axes of the

superimposed fan-shaped grid. Individual tongue surfaces

were fitted and extracted for GOOSE vowels. Mean tongue

surface splines of corner vowels, individual tongue-surface

splines for GOOSE vowels, and occlusal-plane splines were

transferred to a workspace in AAA for rotation where neces-

sary; see Sec. II E. Thereafter, all splines were exported as

sets of Cartesian coordinates for automatic measurement

using R version 3.3.2 (R Core Team, 2018).

An R script automatically identified the y value of the

highest point of the tongue’s surface and the x value of a

point halfway up the back of the tongue’s surface for mean

corner-vowel tongue contours and individual tongue surface

contours of GOOSE vowels. The script also plotted the

tongue surface contours and measurement points to allow

eyeballing of measurement locations. Seven of the individual

GOOSE-vowel tokens in total from four speakers were dis-

carded after eyeballing as irregularities in the tongue-surface

spline caused automatic measures to be taken from the

wrong locations.

For each speaker, raw vertical and horizontal distances

were obtained between the highest and backest points of the

GOOSE tongue surface, relative to the same two measure-

ment points on the mean FLEECE tongue surface.

Proportional normalisation was carried out following

Scobbie et al. (2012) by expressing the raw GOOSE-to-

FLEECE measures as proportions of the full horizontal and

vertical articulatory vowel space, based on corner-vowel

measures (see Sec. I B), giving us two lingual articulatory

dependent variables

Normalised tongue-body frontness:

FLEECEx � GOOSEx

FLEECEx� =w=x
; (1)

Normalised tongue-body height:

FLEECEy� GOOSEy

FLEECEy� TRAPy
: (2)

Other researchers have used the Z-scoring normalisation

method (Lobanov, 1971) for both articulatory and acoustic

data, e.g., see Blackwood Ximenes et al. (2017), and we also

present our articulatory and acoustic data with Lobanov

normalisation for comparison; see Sec. III A.

H. Lip protrusion measurement

The use of a stabilising headset permitted use of a micro

camera, located in a fixed position relative to the speaker’s

lips. The micro camera was mounted on a bracket protruding

from the right side of the headset at a fixed distance from the

midline of the speaker’s head and enabled us to film lip move-

ment in profile orientation. The camera recorded video in grey-

scale in National Television System Committee format, circa

29.97 frames per second. Lip video was synchronised with

audio and UTI data using a SynchBrightUp unit (Articulate

Instruments, Edinburgh, UK), which acts like a clapperboard,

and through which the audio and video signals pass, adding a

bright square to the video signal [see Fig. 5(b)] and a tone and

pulses to the audio signal at the beginning of each recording.

These signals are then aligned by AAA in a post processing

stage, ensuring that all the video, audio, and ultrasound signals

are aligned, and re-establishing the lip-video frame rate.

For the British Isles section of the Dynamic Dialects
corpus, which was the first part of the corpus to be recorded,

only profile lip video is available. Subsequently, a front-

facing camera arm was designed and fitted to the stabilisa-

tion headset, permitting vertical and horizontal measures of

the lip aperture. Analysis of lip-protrusion measures permits

only a restricted comparison with acoustic data. Most

vocal-tract modelling studies include a protrusion length (l)
to aperture area (A) ratio in their models (Fant, 1992, Sec. 4;

Stevens and House, 1955), capturing the effect of both pro-

trusion and compression on acoustic impedance.

Using AAA, we first created a scaled horizontal fiducial

line to act as a ruler along which protrusion could be mea-

sured; see Fig. 5(a). We then positioned the ruler fiducial so

that it intersected the corner of the speaker’s mouth. The

position of the ruler remains constant in all subsequent video

FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Initial scaling of the lip-ruler fiducial using a physical ruler in the video frame, positioned in the middle of the philtrum. (b)

Annotation of the “neutral” lip position before speech, using an intersect fiducial to measure the position of the lip edges relative to the lip ruler. (c)

Annotation of the position of the lip edges relative to the lip ruler at the vowel “midpoint” using an intersect fiducial.
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frames of each vowel token. We measured protrusion distan-

ces using a quasi-vertical fiducial, positioned to touch the

edges of the upper and lower lips, set to intersect the ruler

fiducial; see Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). Three measurements of lip

protrusion were taken: one from a frame when the lips were

in a neutral position before speech, another at the midpoint

measure (where other articulatory and acoustic measures

were taken), and another at the maximum point of lip protru-

sion during the GOOSE vowel segment; see Fig. 8(c).

Normalisation was carried out by measuring lip length from

one token in the recording when the lips were in a neutral

position. Lip length was determined to be the distance from

the corner of the mouth to the intersect fiducial when the lips

were in a neutral position. All raw protrusion measurements

were thereafter expressed as a proportion of this lip length

measure,

Normalised lip protrusion:
mid prot� neutral prot

neutral lip length
:

(3)

Raw and normalised lip protrusion measures were highly

correlated, rP¼ 0.97, p< 0.001.

I. Acoustic measures and normalisation

Automatic acoustic measures of F1, F2, and F3 for

GOOSE, FLEECE, and TRAP, respectively, were made

using the Praat (version 6.0.23) Burg spectral analysis

(Boersma and Weenink, 2013) with a 25 ms window length,

6 dB pre-emphasis above 50 Hz, assuming five formants per

frequency range and adjusting the frequency range between

0 and 5 kHz (male) and 0 and 6 kHz (female). Mean F1 and

F2 values were calculated for each vowel produced by each

speaker. Instead of measuring [w] as a corner vowel, which

could have varying degrees of lip rounding that would affect

formant measures, we followed the practice of Fabricius and

Watt (2002) and used F1 of FLEECE as the F1 and F2 of a

hypothetical high-back corner vowel u0. Where there is no

suitable high-back corner vowel available for extrinsic

normalisation processes that involve determining the

extent of the acoustic vowel space, Fabricius and Watt’s

method establishes hypothetical lower limits of F1 and

F2. The method assumes that the F1 of FLEECE is the

minimum F1 of the acoustic space and assigns the same

value to F2, as F2 cannot, by definition, have a lower value

than F1.

Thereafter, the acoustic F1 and F2 distances of GOOSE

from FLEECE were measured and proportionally normalised

in the same way as the articulatory data to give us our two

acoustic variables

Normalised acoustic frontness:
FLEECEF2�GOOSEF2

FLEECEF2�u0F2

;

(4)

Normalised acoustic height:
FLEECEF1 � GOOSEF1

FLEECEF1 � TRAPF1

:

(5)

Initially, we included an F3-F2 measure in our study, which

was suggested to us as a potential acoustic correlate of lip

rounding. F3-F2 is often used as an alternative measure of

acoustic frontness (see Syrdal and Gopal, 1986); however,

we did not find evidence that this measure captured variation

in lip rounding. As already mentioned, vocal-tract modelling

studies show that the lowering effect of lip rounding on F3

varies depending on other articulatory variables such as loca-

tion of lingual constriction (Lindblom and Sundberg, 1971;

Fant, 1992, p. 810). While a significant negative correlation

was found between F3-F2, and normalised lip protrusion

rP¼�0.26 p< 0.05, there was a much stronger correlation

between normalised acoustic frontness and lip protrusion,

rP¼�0.35, p< 0.001. Therefore, we did not consider F3-F2

to be a source of additional information on the effects of lip

protrusion on the acoustics of the GOOSE vowel.

J. Lobanov normalisation

Proportional articulatory and acoustic normalisation, as

described in Secs. II G and II I, involve the use of different

high-back corner vowels: (i) the tongue-body position for

[w] for the articulatory data, and (ii) a hypothetical high-

back corner vowel based on the F1 of /i/ for the acoustic

data, which follows Fabricius and Watt (2002). This method

was employed because it was felt that use of [w] in acoustic

normalisation would reduce comparability with articulatory

measures where only the tongue-body was considered.

However, this approach leaves open the possibility that sta-

tistically significant differences in acoustic and articulatory

fronting between geographical regions in the study are attrib-

utable to different methods of normalisation of the articula-

tory and acoustic data. For this reason, following the

methods of Blackwood Ximenes et al. (2017), we also pre-

sent for comparison Lobanov-normalised (Lobanov, 1971)

measures of the articulatory and acoustic data, using [w] as a

high-back corner vowel for both data types. Raw articulatory

measures were tongue-body height and backness, as

described in Sec. II G, and raw acoustic measures were F1

and F2. [u] tokens were Lobanov normalised for each

speaker in R using measures from all individual tokens of

[i], [a], [w], and the norm.lobanov function of the vowels

package (Kendall and Thomas, 2018). Variation in

Lobanov-normalised measures is presented in Sec. III,

alongside the proportionally normalised data, and is statisti-

cally analysed using mixed-effects modelling, as described

in Sec. II K.

K. Statistical analysis

Mixed-effects modelling was carried out in R 3.3.2 (R

Core Team, 2018). The following fixed factors were included

in the models: (1) REGION with levels (i) English, (ii) Irish,

and (iii) Scottish, and (2) SEX with levels (a) male and (b)

female on the five dependent measures: (i) normalised tongue-
body height, (ii) normalised tongue-body frontness, (iii) nor-
malised lip protrusion, (iv) normalised acoustic height, and (v)

normalised acoustic frontness. Lobanov-normalised articula-

tory and acoustic dependent variables were also analysed: (vi)

normalised tongue-body height, (vii) normalised tongue-body
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frontness, (viii) normalised acoustic height, and (ix) normal-
ised acoustic frontness. We did not test for interactions

between the fixed factors. Random intercepts tested for all

models were SPEAKER and PROMPT. Only random inter-

cepts were tested, as testing of by-speaker random slopes for

either fixed factor resulted in non-convergence. The step( )

function in the LmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al., 2017)

was used to find models that best fit the data. Both SPEAKER

and PROMPT were found to be significant for dependent

measures (i) tongue-body height, (iv) acoustic height, and (v)

acoustic frontness, (vi) Lobanov-normalised tongue body
height, (viii) Lobanov-normalised acoustic height, and (ix)

Lobanov-normalised acoustic frontness. Only SPEAKER was

significant for the dependent measure (iii) lip protrusion, and

no random factors were significant for the dependent measures

(ii) tongue-body frontness and (vii) Lobanov-normalised
tongue-body frontness. For these two variables, therefore, the

stepAIC( ) function of the MASS package (Venables and

Ripley, 2002) was used to find linear models that best fit the

data. The “lsmeans” package (Lenth, 2016) was used to carry

out Tukey post hoc tests.

We also carried out Spearman’s correlational analyses

with Bonferroni corrections on all articulatory and acoustic

measures, primarily in order to identify correlational rela-

tionships between articulatory parameters and acoustic out-

put, although we report on all correlations.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we present the findings of the mixed-

effects modelling concerning the effects of REGION and

SEX on normalised articulatory and acoustic height and

frontness, and lip protrusion. The effects of the fixed factors

are illustrated using boxplots of normalised dependent mea-

sures and scatterplots of speaker means for the normalised

tongue-body and acoustic measures. We then present the

results of the correlational analysis.

A. Statistical analysis of variation in articulatory
(tongue-body position) and acoustic space

Boxplots showing the effect of REGION on tongue-

body and acoustic height and frontness based on proportion-

ally normalised data are presented in Fig. 6. As all GOOSE-

vowel-token measures were made relative to the FLEECE

anchor vowel, the closer the measure values are to 0, the

higher and fronter the GOOSE vowel token was in

FIG. 6. Boxplots of (a) normalised tongue-body height, (b) normalised acoustic height, (c) normalised tongue-body frontness, and (d) normalised acoustic

frontness for GOOSE vowel tokens, categorised by region. N¼ 200. Significant differences, marked on the figures using asterisks, relate to the outcome of the

linear (mixed effects) regression analysis.
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articulatory or acoustic space; therefore, the y axes in all but

the acoustic height plot have been reversed to present the

data more intuitively. Negative values in the normalised
tongue-body frontness boxplots [Fig. 6(c)] occurred when

the backest point of the GOOSE-vowel tongue surface was

in a fronter position than the backest point of the mean

FLEECE vowel tongue surface. Horizontal broken lines at

0.5 in Figs. 6(a), 6(c), and 6(d) and �0.5 in Fig. 6(b) repre-

sent the midpoints of the front-back and high-low dimen-

sions of the articulatory and acoustic vowel spaces.

Statistically significant variation between regions is marked

with asterisks and based on the results of the mixed-effects

modelling.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) present mean articulatory (tongue-

body) and acoustic height and frontness values based on pro-

portionally normalised data for each speaker as points on a

2-D scatterplot, labelled by geographical location. Again,

the axes have been reversed in these scatterplots in order to

present results in a familiar way, similar to the commonly

used F2-by-F1 plot. Again, broken lines represent the mid-

points in the horizontal and vertical dimensions of articula-

tory/acoustic space. Y axes on the articulatory and acoustic

scatterplots have the same normalised scale; however, there

is a slight difference in the scaling of the x axes of each plot

in order to avoid crowding the data in the articulatory plot.

Lobanov-normalised mean articulatory (tongue-body)

and acoustic height and frontness values are presented

for comparison in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). For the Lobanov-

normalised data, both the acoustic and articulatory plots

have the same scaling.

1. Comparison of tongue-body and acoustic height

Boxplots of tongue-body and acoustic height in Figs. 6(a)

and 6(b), respectively, show that English and Irish GOOSE

vowels can be described as high vowels in both acoustic space

and in terms of tongue-body height. This is not the case for all

Scottish GOOSE vowels as has already been shown by

Scobbie et al. (2012) and Stuart-Smith et al. (2017).

The final model for tongue-body height showed that

the fixed factor REGION was significant, F(2,18)¼ 9.97,

p¼ 0.0012. Post hoc Tukey tests showed that there were sig-

nificant differences between the regional accent groups:

England and Scotland t(18)¼ 3.71, p¼ 0.0036, and Ireland

and Scotland t(18)¼ 2.985, p¼ 0.0186. For the Lobanov-

normalised data, REGION was also significant, F(2,18)¼ 6.41,

p¼ 0.0078. Post hoc Tukey tests showed that there were signif-

icant differences between the regional accent groups: England

and Scotland t(18)¼ 3.41, p< 0.0083, only.

The final model for acoustic height showed that REGION

was also significant, F(2,18)¼ 20.184, p< 0.001; post hoc
Tukey tests showing significant differences between England

and Scotland, t(18)¼ 5.62, p< 0.0001 only, with Scottish

speakers’ GOOSE vowels located significantly lower in acous-

tic space than English speakers’ GOOSE vowels; see Fig. 6(b).

The fixed factor SEX was also significant, F(1,18)¼ 6.29,

p¼ 0.0218, with female speakers’ GOOSE vowels located

significantly higher in acoustic space than those of the male

speakers. For the Lobanov-normalised data, REGION was

significant, F(2,17)¼ 18.595, p< 0.001. Post hoc Tukey tests

showed that there were significant differences between the

regional accent groups: England and Scotland t(17)¼ 5.839,

p¼ 0.0001, and between Ireland and Scotland, t(17)¼ 3.09,

p¼ 0.0171, with Scottish speakers having acoustically

lower GOOSE vowels than both English and Irish speakers.

There was also a significant effect of SEX, F(1,17)¼ 6.331,

p¼ 0.0221, with female speakers’ GOOSE vowels located

significantly higher in acoustic space than those of the male

speakers.

FIG. 7. Scatterplots of speaker means for (a) normalised tongue-body height and frontness and (b) normalised acoustic height and frontness for the GOOSE

vowel. Some axis scales have been reversed in order to present these data in an F2-by-F1 plot style. The closer the datapoint is to the top left corner of the

plot, the higher and fronter the mean GOOSE vowel produced by the speaker is. Broken lines indicate the midpoints of the articulatory and acoustic vowel

spaces. Speaker labels indicate the location where speakers have lived longest.
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Inspection of Figs. 7(a) and 8(a) reveals that the com-

paratively large spread of tongue-body height values for the

Scottish regional group can be attributed to subregional pho-

netic variation; Northern Scottish speakers (Aberdeen,

Inverness-shire, and Orkney) have higher mean tongue-body

positions, while Scottish Central Belt speakers (Fife, S.

Lanarkshire, W. Lothian, and Renfrewshire) have more

central tongue-body positions, close to the vertical midline

of the articulatory vowel space. Additionally, a large tongue-

body-height range appears to map onto a more restricted

acoustic height range.

2. Comparison of tongue-body and acoustic frontness

Boxplots of tongue-body and acoustic frontness in Figs.

6(c) and 6(d) show that truly back tokens of the GOOSE

vowel are rare in this dataset; the majority of tokens occur

beyond the midline of the horizontal vowel space. In Figs.

7(a) and 7(b), tongue-body and acoustic frontness measures

also place the majority of the mean GOOSE vowel data-

points in the central-to-front region of the horizontal vowels

space.

The final linear model for tongue-body frontness showed

the fixed factor REGION was significant, F(2,18)¼ 4.43,

p¼ 0.0131, with post hoc tests showing significant variation

between England and Scotland, t(18)¼ 2.481, p¼ 0.0369,

and Ireland and Scotland, t(18)¼ 2.405, p¼ 0.0449. In both

cases, Scottish speakers had significantly backer tongue-body

positions for the GOOSE vowel. The Lobanov-normalised

data for tongue-body frontness also show that the fixed factor

REGION was significant, F(2,18)¼ 6.409, p¼ 0.0079, with

post hoc tests showing significant variation between England

and Scotland, t(18)¼ 3.412, p¼ 0.0083, and, again, Scottish

speakers had significantly backer tongue-body positions for

the GOOSE vowel than English speakers.

However, in the final model for acoustic frontness, no

fixed factors were significant. This was also the case for the

Lobanov-normalised data. Figures 7(a) and 8(a) show subre-

gional phonetic variation in the Scottish group with Northern

Scots having fronter tongue-body positions for GOOSE than

Central Scots. This plot suggests that the GOOSE vowel in

some Central Scottish speech is now a lax vowel.

Figures 7(a) and 8(a) perhaps show most clearly that the

GOOSE vowel for Central Scottish English speakers is artic-

ulated with a centralised tongue-body position, while acous-

tic analysis, based on F1 and F2 measures in Figs. 7(b) and

8(b), shows only that this vowel is lowered compared with

those of speakers from other regions.

3. Comparison of tongue-body and acoustic position

Based on the proportionally normalised data, Fig. 9

shows differences in mean GOOSE vowel position between

normalised articulatory space (tongue-body position) and

normalised acoustic space, and arrows move from articula-

tory to acoustic. Speakers from each region are presented

separately to avoid crowding.

Figure 9 shows that, across all three regions, almost all

speakers’ GOOSE vowels are higher in normalised acoustic

space than in normalised articulatory space (based on

tongue-body position). This difference is most pronounced

for the Scottish speakers, many of whom produce GOOSE

with a central tongue-body position. Scobbie et al. (2012)

found a similar mismatch between tongue-body height and

Bark-transformed F1 measures, whereby the GOOSE vowel

was found to be higher in acoustic space than in articulatory

space.

For the front-back dimensions in articulatory and acous-

tic space, we see regional patterns of variation. English and

Irish speakers have backer GOOSE values in normalised

acoustic space than in normalised articulatory (tongue-body

position) space, while Scottish speakers show fronting or lit-

tle difference in front-back position between articulatory and

acoustic space. Figure 9 suggests that another articulatory

FIG. 8. Scatterplots of speaker means for (a) Lobanov-normalised tongue-body height and frontness and (b) Lobanov-normalised acoustic height and frontness

for the GOOSE vowel. Speaker labels indicate the location where speakers have lived longest. Speakers’ regional identities are coded by datapoint shape and

colour as shown in the key for Fig. 7.
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parameter is affecting F2 measures for the GOOSE vowel.

Below, we consider regional variation in the lip protrusion

measure.

B. Statistical analysis of regional variation in lip
protrusion

Figure 10 below shows boxplots of normalised lip pro-

trusion from measures taken at the same time point as

tongue-body and acoustic measures. Maximum lip protru-

sion during the GOOSE vowel was also measured and found

to be highly correlated to the midpoint lip protrusion mea-

sure, rP¼ 0.98, p< 0.001, and temporal measurement loca-

tions of maximum lip protrusion were similar to those of the

midpoint measures, as was found in Mayr (2010).

The final mixed-effects model for lip protrusion showed

a significant effect for REGION, F(2,17)¼ 3.65, p¼ 0.048,

with post hoc tests showing significant variation between

England and Scotland with only t(17)¼ 2.619, p¼ 0.0443.

Figure 11 shows individual speakers’ normalised mean lip

protrusions for GOOSE vowels with standard deviations.

The bars are colour-coded by region and ordered from the

lowest degree of normalised lip protrusion to the greatest

degree of lip protrusion.

Scottish speakers tended to have smaller degrees of lip

protrusion for GOOSE, perhaps confirming the persistence of

exolabial lip rounding in GOOSE, as described in McAllister’s

articulatory-phonetic account of Central Scottish English

(McAllister, 1938); see Sec. 1 A. However, particularly for

Central Belt Scottish speakers, lip positions often looked neu-

tral rather than exhibiting exolabial rounding. One English

speaker, Sheffield_24 exhibited low levels of lip protrusion.

Interestingly, he is one of the few English speakers to show no

fronting difference between articulatory and acoustic space in

Fig. 9(a). However, as mentioned in Sec. II H, we have only

lip protrusion data and lack information about lip aperture

area, so we cannot fully model the relationship between lip

position and acoustics for individuals.

Speakers with the greatest and smallest degrees of lip pro-

trusion were from Newcastle (England) and Fife (Scotland),

respectively. S9_Fife’s production of “room” resulted in a

slightly negative normalised value of �0.03 (�0.5 mm raw

measure), while S7_Newcastle’s production of “shoe” resulted

in a large positive normalised value of 0.27 (7 mm raw mea-

sure). Although both measures were taken during the vowel,

doubtless, the secondary labial articulation on [S] had a coarti-

culatory effect that emphasised lip protrusion in the vowel of

“shoe.”4 For four tokens of the GOOSE vowel, S9_Fife had a

lip protrusion maximum that was marginally less protruded

than his neutral lip position. These negative values were too

small to indicate lip spreading, but certainly indicate a lack of

any kind of lip protrusion in these tokens of the GOOSE

vowel.

C. Correlational analysis of articulatory and acoustic
measures

Spearman’s correlation tests with Bonferroni corrections

were undertaken for all dependent measures for proportion-

ally normalised data, and taken at the same temporal-point

of each vowel token: (1) proportionally normalised tongue-
body height, (2) proportionally normalised tongue-body

FIG. 9. 2-D plots comparing normalised tongue-body positions of the GOOSE vowel with its position in normalised acoustic space with separate plots for

each region of the British Isles. Arrows show the direction of difference from articulatory (tongue-body position) to acoustic.

FIG. 10. Boxplots of normalised lip protrusion from the GOOSE vowel

“midpoint” measure, organised by region of the British Isles N¼ 187. The

significant difference, marked on the figure using an asterisk, relates to the

outcome of the linear mixed effects regression analysis.
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frontness, (3) normalised lip protrusion, (4) normalised
acoustic height, and (5) normalised acoustic frontness.
Measures were transformed before carrying out the correla-

tional analysis to improve interpretability. Up until this point,

axes have been reversed on plots in order to present articulatory

and acoustic measures in a more conventional and intuitive

way. By reversing axes, we have also set an expectation of how

the data should be interpreted. We anticipated that performing

a correlational analysis on the untransformed data would cause

the reader some difficulty in interpreting the direction of some

correlations; we therefore decided to transform the data as fol-

lows so that the direction of correlations would be easier to

interpret. Normalised tongue-body frontness and height values

and normalised acoustic frontness values were multiplied by

�1 so that the greater the value, the higher or fronter the

tongue-body or the fronter the GOOSE vowel in acoustic space.

Acoustic height and lip protrusion were left untransformed and

the higher their values, the higher the GOOSE vowel in acous-

tic space and the more protruded the lips. Transformation of

the data does not affect the rP values or significance levels,

only whether the rP value was positive or negative.

Table II presents the results of the correlational analysis

with rS values and asterisks indicating levels of significance.

The four strongest correlations are plotted in Fig. 12.

Some articulatory measures were found to correlate

with one another, and there were also correlations between

articulatory and acoustic measures.

For articulatory measures, we see positive correlations

between normalised tongue-body height and normalised

tongue-body frontness, rS¼ 0.40, p< 0.001 [see Fig. 12(a)],

and between normalised tongue-body height and normalised

lip protrusion, rS¼ 0.30, p< 0.001 [see Fig. 12(b)]. As can

be seen from the regional datapoint coding in Figs. 12(a) and

12(b), these correlations reflect regional performative varia-

tion in the dataset. English and Irish speakers who have

higher tongue-body positions also tend to have fronter

tongue-body positions and more protruded lips for GOOSE

vowel productions, while Scottish speakers have lower and

backer tongue-body positions and lesser degrees of lip

protrusion.

For articulatory and acoustic measures, we see that the

strongest correlation was a positive one, normalised tongue-

body height and normalised acoustic height rS¼ 0.55,

p< 0.001 [see Fig. 12(c)], and there was no significant corre-

lation between normalised tongue-body frontness and nor-

malised acoustic frontness. There was, however, a

significant negative correlation between normalised lip pro-

trusion and normalised acoustic frontness, rS¼�0.35,

p< 0.001 [see Fig. 12(d)], and greater lip protrusion is asso-

ciated with a reduction in acoustic frontness. Two further

significant positive correlations between articulatory and

acoustic measures are probably attributable to the regional

performative variation described above,with normalised

acoustic height and normalised lip protrusion, rS¼ 0.37,

FIG. 11. Barplot of normalised mean

lip protrusion in the GOOSE vowel,

labelled by speaker and coloured by

region of the British Isles, N¼ 187.

TABLE II. Correlation matrix for all articulatory and acoustic measures, showing rS values and levels of significance using asterisks. **, p< 0.01; ***, p< 0.001.

Normalised tongue-body

frontness

Normalised lip

protrusion

Normalised acoustic

height

Normalised acoustic

frontness

Normalised tongue-body height 0.40*** 0.30*** 0.55*** �0.11

Normalised tongue-body frontness 0.11 0.28*** 0.18

Normalised lip protrusion 0.37*** �0.35***

Normalised acoustic height 0.03
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p< 0.001,5 and normalised acoustic height and normalised

tongue-body frontness, rS¼ 0.28, p< 0.001. Their correla-

tion plots are not shown as they closely resemble Figs. 12(a)

and 12(b).

IV. DISCUSSION

Acoustic analysis of vowel variation is, to date, much

quicker and more suitable for large quantities of data than

articulatory analysis; however, articulatory analysis is worth

undertaking if we want to avoid overlooking significant social

or diatopic variation, which is not easily recoverable from the

acoustic signal due to motor equivalence (Blackwood

Ximenes et al., 2017; Lawson et al., 2011, 2015). For the

GOOSE vowel, in particular, it is possible to achieve similar

normalised F2 values for vowels using different articulatory

strategies, e.g., backer tongue-body position with lesser

degrees of lip rounding, or fronter tongue position with

greater degrees of lip rounding (Harrington et al., 2008;

Stevens and House, 1955; Savariaux et al., 1995; Lindblom

and Sundberg, 1971).

In the British Isles, we have a situation where similar

normalised F2 values are reported in present-day studies for

markedly different varieties. It might be assumed that simi-

larity in the frontness of the GOOSE vowel across the

British Isles is the result of accent levelling or sound-change

diffusion; however, we know that the fronting of GOOSE in

Scottish English results, in part, from a 13th century fronting

FIG. 12. Correlation scatterplots with regression lines (a) normalised tongue-body frontness and normalised tongue-body height, (b) normalised lip protrusion

and normalised tongue-body height, (c) normalised tongue-body height and normalised acoustic height, and (d) normalised acoustic frontness and normalised

lip protrusion. Datapoints from each region in the British Isles are coded by shape and colour; see (a).
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process, affecting the antecedents of the GOOSE lexical set

in northern dialects of the British Isles (Johnston, 1997).

Additionally, there are phonetic descriptions from the 1930s

of performative variation between Central Scottish and

Southern English /u(+)/ (McAllister, 1938) noting systematic

variation in lip posture.

The present study investigated the relationship between the

articulatory parameters of tongue-body height and frontness, lip

position, and acoustic height and frontness based on F1 and F2

measures and aimed to answer the research questions:

(1) How can we standardise and normalise inter-speaker

tongue-body measures recorded with UTI and lip mea-

sures recorded with the profile lip camera?

(2) Do we see regional patterns of articulatory variation that

are distinct from regional patterns of acoustic variation?

(3) What correlations do we find between articulatory mea-

sures of tongue-body height and frontness and lip protru-

sion and acoustic F1, F2 measures?

In answer to research question (1), we have suggested a

preliminary methodology to help minimise inter-speaker

variation during UTI recording by introducing a method of

probe-to-cranium standardisation (the bite plate) and sugges-

ting normalisation methods for tongue and lip measure-

ments, particularly addressing the issue of missing corner

vowels for articulatory data.

In answer to research question (2), articulatory measures

show significant regional variation across all three parame-

ters measured: tongue-body height, tongue-body frontness,

and lip protrusion, but regional variation is only apparent in

acoustic height (F1) measures. Irish and English speakers,

on one hand, and Scottish speakers, on the other hand, use

different production strategies involving tongue and

lip positions that result in similar acoustic frontness (F2)

measures. While Irish and English speakers have fronter

tongue-body positions, they also use greater degrees of lip

protrusion. Scottish speakers, particularly those from Central

Scotland, have backer, technically more centralised, tongue-

body positions and weakly protruded or neutral lip positions.

These different production strategies cannot be considered to

be an example of trading relations (Perkell et al., 1993),

where a stable acoustic target is achieved using different

articulatory strategies, as the sound changes that resulted in

fronted GOOSE in each regional variety occurred centuries

apart, and the differences in acoustic height between

English/Irish GOOSE and Scottish GOOSE mean that they

remain auditorily distinct.

In answer to question (3), correlation tests confirmed

that while there was a strong positive correlation between

tongue-body height and acoustic height in our data and a

negative correlation between lip protrusion and acoustic

frontness, there was no significant correlation between

tongue-body frontness and acoustic frontness. We suggest

that the lack of correlation between tongue-body position

and acoustic frontness is due to the impact of lip protrusion

on the acoustics of this vowel.

Our study confirms the persistence of older Scottish

GOOSE-vowel phonetic variants, identified over 80 years

ago (McAllister, 1938), although it seems that some Central

Scottish speakers might be using a neutral lip posture rather

than an exolabial one today. Our study confirms the articula-

tory findings of Scobbie et al. (2012), namely that some

Central Belt Scottish speakers produce GOOSE with a cen-

tralised tongue-body position, although extreme tongue-

body lowering does not result in equally extreme lowering in

acoustic space. In addition, we have shown that this lowering

is likely to be a feature of Central Belt speech, rather than

Scottish speech, in general, as speakers from northern

Scotland were found to have higher, fronter tongue-body

positions. This intra-regional variation supports the real-time

acoustic results of Stuart-Smith et al. (2017), whose acoustic

study of variation in the BOOT vowel in the Central Belt

Scottish city of Glasgow over the last century identified a

gradual diachronic process of lowering (Stuart-Smith et al.,
2017).

Our study also supports the findings of Harrington et al.
(2011) in showing that Anglo-English speakers tend to

produce GOOSE with high-front tongue-body positions, and

they preserve lip protrusion. Our study confirms that other

strategies, e.g., backer tongue-body positions with smaller

degrees of lip protrusion, can be used to produce acoustically

fronted GOOSE.

Regarding previous work on Irish speech, our study sup-

ports the findings of Hickey (2016) that GOOSE fronting is

evident in young female Irish speech, although the Irish

speakers in the present study had GOOSE vowels closer to

the middle than the front of acoustic space.

V. CONCLUSION

This study contributes to articulatory-acoustic mapping

by presenting novel methods to help address issues of

variability in recording settings and inter-speaker variation in

articulatory analysis of vowels. Using these methods, we have

shown that the GOOSE vowel can be performatively different

in British Isles English varieties, where GOOSE fronting

results from different sound-change histories. In short, we

have shown that not all GOOSE fronting is “the same”; simi-

lar degrees of acoustic fronting can be achieved by tongue-

body fronting or a reduction in lip protrusion. Our articulatory

study represents a step toward an improved understanding of

articulatory variation in different regional vowel systems as

well as increasing our understanding of the relationship

between articulation and acoustics. In the future, methods

set out in this paper could be employed in the study of a

larger UTI-based accent dataset in order to characterise

vocalic variation from an articulatory perspective with the

addition of information about lip aperture ratio in order to

model the impact of lip position on acoustics in more detail.
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1www.dynamicdialects.ac.uk (Last viewed 11 April 2019).
2In Scottish English, we could more accurately use the keywords FOOT/

GOOSE (sometimes researchers use the keyword BOOT; Stuart-Smith

et al., 2017), as there is no phonemic /U/-/u/ split in Scottish English

(Wells, 1982b,a).
3In Scots vernacular and some dialectal northern English, the MOUTH lex-

ical set are also produced with monopthongal /u(+)/, preserving an older

Anglian vowel quality, e.g., mouth [mıh/mıf]; house [hıs], cow [khı+]
(Chirrey, 1999; Corbett and Stuart-Smith, 2012; Stuart-Smith, 1999; Watt

and Milroy, 1999; Wells, 1982b). However, in the current paper, all partic-

ipants spoke forms of Standard English; therefore, there are no instances

of monophthongal /u(+)/ for MOUTH vowels.
4While [�] often has tertiary lip rounding in English, our observation is that

lip rounding on [�] in Scottish English is not as common as in other

varieties.
5Increased lip protrusion lowers F1 (Stevens and House, 1955), increasing

acoustic height, which may also contribute to the significant correlation

between these measures.
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